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The Dome
William Treurniet, February, 2022
During a series of séances held in 2013 at the Wallacia Development Centre near Sydney,
Australia, an attendee said to the author that she had felt an anomalous sensation in the open air
on the path to a séance room from the main house. He retraced her steps and felt a definite, brief
sensation on the skin as he walked along. The air was still and it felt like walking into a ridge of
higher density air.
Figure 1 identifies the buildings on the site. The main house is shown at the upper left of the
image. Just below it is a building complex consisting of two séance rooms and a guest house.
The location of the felt resistance was in front of Séance room #1 in the image. The medium,
Paul Hamden, has a connection with the extraterrestrial Zeta race, and explained what had
occurred. The sensation was due to an invisible energy dome placed over the séance rooms by
Zeta beings who were monitoring the event. The dome protected them from natural and
artificially generated electromagnetic noise.

FIGURE 1. BUILDINGS AT THE WALLACIA DEVELOPMENT CENTRE

A similar phenomenon occurred at a comparable event held in 2014 at the same venue. This
time, the author and a companion happened to feel the alleged dome while slowly walking near
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the main house. Both individuals suddenly felt unusually dizzy and slightly nauseous until they
moved away from that location. According to the medium, Paul Hamden, the dome had not yet
been properly calibrated. It was intended to protect the dematerialized Zeta bodies from the
electromagnetic noise in our environment, facilitating freedom of movement between their craft
and the séance venue. A Zeta said at the first opportunity, “For us to come, we reinstate a
spherical protective mechanism,” and confirmed that it was in reference to the dome.
The author discovered that resistance due to the energy could be detected by the body as he
paced back and forth across the edge of the alleged dome. The felt resistance varied according to
the symmetric shape of a bell curve, and the thickness of the dome wall was judged to be about
1-2 meters. A Zeta later confirmed, “You were being influenced by the shield that was being
created. … The closer you came to it, the more your etheric body reacted to the shield, and the
further you moved away from this device, the less you felt.” The measurements were consistent
with the medium’s explanation that the Zetas had placed a protective dome over the venue and
the surrounding area..

FIGURE 2. THE MEASURED EDGE OF THE DOME (IN RED) AND THE
EXTRAPOLATED COMPLETE BOUNDARY (IN WHITE).

Further, the sensation of resistance could be used to measure the extent of the alleged dome. It
was found to extend at least 50 meters along one side of the event venue and was curved along
its measured length. The red line in Figure 2 showed the felt resistance measured with the body
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as detector. Extrapolation of the curve by the white line in the figure suggests that the dome was
indeed circular and about 100 meters in diameter. Only the part of the circle shown in red was
directly measured since the terrain outside the property was physically hard to access or extended
into someone else’s property. According to the medium, the dome protected the dematerialized
Zeta bodies from the electromagnetic noise in our environment, facilitating their freedom of
movement between a craft and the séance venue.
During a sitting soon after the detection of the dome, the Zeta said, “And now, interestingly, you
were able to sense the energy and were able to walk away from the dome, … that you were able
to sense the energy of that, the increase in the size. You were being influenced by the shield that
was being created near the sitting. And now, of course, the closer you came to it, the more your
etheric body reacted to the shield, and the further you moved away from this device, the less you
felt.”
The Zeta confirmed that the human etheric body is sensitive to the modulated energy of the
dome. The measurements taken were consistent with the presence of the energetic dome
structure as explained by the medium. The existence of the dome as measured can be taken as
evidence that the Zeta presence was independent of the medium.

